A collision tumor involving a tracheal sarcomatoid carcinoma and a papillary thyroid carcinoma has never been reported in the literature. A 78-year-old female presented with a large neck mass and hoarseness. A fine needle aspiration demonstrated papillary thyroid carcinoma. Imaging revealed a right thyroid mass invading into the tracheal lumen with bulky ipsilateral lymphadenopathy. The patient underwent a total thyroidectomy, tracheal resection, and central and right neck dissections. Pathology demonstrated a tracheal sarcomatoid carcinoma invading the right thyroid, which had multifocal papillary thyroid carcinoma with central and lateral neck metastases. The patient subsequently received adjuvant chemoradiotherapy and radioactive iodine. We present a case of a tracheal sarcomatoid carcinoma colliding with a papillary thyroid cancer. Treatment modalities should address the most aggressive tumor, while being tailored to clinical picture, tumor histology, and patient preferences.
Introduction
Collision tumors are defined as two histologically distinct tumors co-localized in the same mass with collision of multiple tumor elements. These tumors can arise in the same organ, such as a combination of thyroid medullary and papillary carcinomas [1] [2] , as a combination of tumors in adjacent organs, such as a collision between a bladder cancer and a sigmoid tumor [3] , or as a combination of metastatic disease with a tumor in a primary organ [4] . Collision tumors of the thyroid gland have been previously described but are uncommon [1] . In this case presentation, we report a collision tumor comprised of a primary tracheal sarcomatoid carcinoma colliding with a papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC).
Primary tracheal tumors are exceptionally rare and not widely reported in the literature. The incidence has been reported to be 0.2 per 100,000 people per year, accounting for less than 0.1% of cancer deaths [5] . Sarcomatoid carcinoma is a very rare variant of squamous cell carcinoma that accounts for less than 1% of all malignancies in the larynx [6] . The first case of tracheal sarcomatoid carcinoma was reported in 2009 [7] . This pathologic entity, also referred to as spindle cell carcinoma, pseudosarcoma, and carcinosarcoma, has been described in various body sites including the head and neck, upper and lower aerodigestive tract, skin, breast, and urogenital tract.
Given the rarity of tracheal tumors, especially the sarcomatoid variant, a collision tumor involving tracheal sarcomatoid carcinoma and PTC is extremely uncommon. Here, we present the first case of a patient with tracheal sarcomatoid carcinoma invading a PTC. 
Case Presentation

Discussion
Collision tumors are defined as two histologically distinct neoplasms occupying the same mass. Multiple hypotheses have been proposed to explain the pathogenesis of this rare entity. One theory is the "chance theory", which proposes that two tumors come to occupy the same mass purely by chance. The mechanisms of tumorigenesis of the two tumors occur independently, and the geographical proximity of the neoplasms is coincidental. Another theory is the "neoplastic coercion theory" in which an initial tumor can promote the development of another tumor by means of creating a permissive local environment [8] . Lastly is the concept of a pluripotent progenitor, in which a common precursor has differentiated into two distinct histologic entities both of which become malignant [9] . This report represents a case of a collision tumor in the thyroid with cell types of distinct embryologic origins suggesting the tumor arose either by the "chance theory" or the "neoplastic coercion theory".
Primary malignant tracheal tumors are extremely rare and comprise a mere 0.2% of all malignant tumors of the respiratory tract [10] . Sarcomatoid carcinoma of the trachea is even more rare, with the first case being reported in 2009 in Turkey [7] . This case report is the second reported case of a tracheal spindle cell carcinoma. The pathology, course, and prognosis of spindle cell carcinoma is a subject of much controversy. There are sarcomatoid elements and squamous elements in the spindle cell carcinoma, and there are multiple theories addressing the pathogenesis of this tumor. These include the "collision theory", the "combination theory", and the "conversion theory" [11] . The "collision theory"
of spindle cell carcinoma states that the sarcomatoid tumor elements arise independently from the squamous elements. The "combination theory" purports that both elements arose from a pluripotent stem cell that has the ability to differentiate along both lines. The "conversion theory" is based on the hypothesis that the sarcomatoid element derives from the squamous element during the tumor's growth. Spindle cell carcinomas are thought to occur primarily in male smokers in their 7 th -8 th decades of life. In a review of laryngeal and hypopharyngeal spindle cell carcinomas conducted by Lambert et al., age at diagnosis ranged from 42 to 87 years, with a mean of 64 years and male to female ratio of 10:1 [12] . However, in another case report series, females predominated 1.5 to 1 with a mean age of 61 years [13] .
PTC is the most common thyroid malignancy, representing about 80% of all thyroid malignancies, and its treatment is well established. The overall survival rate is over 90% [14] . The recommended first line treatment is surgical excision.
Radioactive iodine may then be used depending on the size, location, and characteristics of the tumor. Surgical resection of sarcomatoid carcinomas is more often recommended over radiation therapy. Some studies have shown that radiation therapy is associated with frequent recurrences and is not effective as the [13] .
In our case, the patient underwent complete surgical excision followed by adjuvant chemoradiotherapy (total dose of 6600 Gy) with carbotaxol followed by radioactive iodine. In collision tumors, treatment should be dictated by the most aggressive tumor histology as was the case in our patient.
Conclusion
Collision tumors are uncommon; and those involving rare tumors are exceptionally rare. We describe a tracheal sarcomatoid carcinoma in combination with a PTC that was treated with surgical excision followed by chemoradiotherapy targeting the sarcomatoid carcinoma and eventually radioactive iodine for the PTC. Treatment planning should be done in a multidisciplinary fashion and should address the most aggressive tumor first, while still accounting for clinical picture, tumor histology, and patient preferences.
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